A Spoken Dialog System with Redundant Response to Prevent User Misunderstanding
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Abstract—We propose a spoken dialog strategy for car navigation systems to facilitate safe driving. To drive safely, drivers need to concentrate on their driving; however, their concentration may be disrupted due to disagreement with their spoken dialog system. Therefore, we need to solve the problems of user misunderstandings as well as misunderstanding of spoken dialog systems. For this purpose, we introduced a driver workload level in spoken dialog management in order to prevent user misunderstandings. A key strategy of the dialog management is to make speech redundant if the driver's workload is too high in assuming that the user probably misunderstand the system utterance under such a condition. An experiment was conducted to compare performances of the proposed method and a conventional method using a user simulator. The simulator is developed under the assumption of two types of drivers: an experienced driver model and a novice driver model. Experimental results showed that the proposed strategies achieved better performance than the conventional one for task completion time, task completion rate, and user’s positive speech rate. In particular, these performance differences are greater for novice users than for experienced users.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spoken dialog systems (SDSs) are now commonly used because of performance improvements in automatic speech recognition systems and speech synthesis systems. An obvious example of using SDSs is in location finding with car navigation systems. SDSs enable drivers to use such systems in hands-free mode, keeping their eyes on the road. Drivers have to perform two tasks, which are driving the car and talking to the system, simultaneously. Lee et al. [1] pointed out the problem that the driver may deflect their attention away from the driving task if there is a misunderstanding with the SDS. This fact has the potential risk of inattentive driving that may cause car crashes or traffic accidents. Some aspects of safe driving should be introduced to develop advanced SDSs for car navigation systems.

The risk of accidents may decrease as the accuracy of speech understanding improves. In this aspects, there are several researches into spoken dialog strategies to become robust to SDS misunderstanding. Moreover, as another aspect of safe driving, we focus on the driver’s workload levels while driving. The SDSs should not prevent drivers’ attentions by its response, especially, if the drivers’ workload levels are high. There are various methods for estimating a driver’s workload, for example, using a large number of automotive sensors [2], [3] and speech-related features [4]. However, there are fewer researches into the strategies using the drivers’ workload levels.

In this paper, we propose a novel dialog strategy which can provide robustness to both the misunderstanding and safe driving problems with SDSs. A key idea is to introduce drivers’ workload aspects in a graph-based search algorithm. The graph search keeps multiple understanding hypotheses in the information retrieval process [5]; therefore, it can achieve robustness to system misunderstanding. Safety is assured by introducing the drivers’ conditions to the graph search algorithms.

An evaluation experiment with a user simulator is conducted to consider whether the proposed method is effective. User simulator make possible to try out the evaluations with various but reproducible conditions. Naturally, it also make free from worry of traffic accident during the experiment. In this study, we implemented a user simulator which simulates two types of users: experienced drivers and novice drivers.

II. SDS FOR CAR NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

First, we define a task of our system in the section A. Next, we mention about the baseline algorithms for a speech understanding and a dialog management in the next sections B and C. Finally, we describe our proposed method in the section D.

A. Location finding task

Our system is able to find a destination that will be visited en route to the main destination while driving. There are three types of destinations: parking, convenience store, and family restaurant. The tasks of “parking” and “family restaurant” find the cheapest place that matches the query, while “convenience store” finds the nearest. The slots of each destination are given as below.

Parking
“Furthest distance limit”, “expected parking time”

Convenience store
“Furthest distance limit”

Family restaurant
“Furthest distance limit”, “price range”

The major dialog actions of the system are questions for obtaining new information or confirmation for uncertain information. Additionally, we propose adding guidance speech before the questions. We assume that drivers will mishear the system speech if they are spoken by the system under high workload conditions, e.g., turning at intersections, driving in...
Fig. 1: An example of a dialog

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: A detail of system responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions for new information:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Tell me what kind of destination.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Give me a price range.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Tell me how long you wish to park.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions for confirmation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The kind of destination is “DESTINATION.” Is this right?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Give me an upper limit for distance.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The expected parking time is “TIME.” Is this right?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The price range is “PRICE.” Is this right?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I want to ask you about the type of destination.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I want to ask you about an upper limit for distance.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I want to ask you about the expected length of parking time.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I want to ask you about a price range.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

generate new responses which are appropriate to expand the best score node. Each node has a score which is the sum of the confidence scores included in the nodes. The confidence score is given by an automatic speech recognizer.

This score is referred to as a search score $g(n)$ in the search process. We adopt a heuristic score $\hat{h}(n)$ to the best first search, as shown in Figure 2. The highest score $g(n) + \hat{h}(n)$ node is selected. The system’s speeches are selected based on the keyword of the node, and nodes are expanded using speech recognition results.

C. Baseline algorithm for a dialog management

Kitaoka et al. [5] used consistency measure $S_c(q)$ and efficiency measure $S_e(q)$ to calculate the heuristic score $h(n)$. This is expected to make the dialog for the search efficient and consistent. The searching method is the following.

First, the system select a node to make a response based on its current graph and a user response.

$$\hat{n} = \arg \max_n \{g(n) + \hat{h}(n)\}$$  (1)

where $\hat{n}$ is a node that is expanded.

$h(n)$ is the following.

$$\hat{h}(n) = w_c S_c(\hat{q}) + w_e S_e(\hat{q})$$  (2)

The consistency measure is as below:

$$S_c(q) = 1 - I(q, n)$$  (3)

$I(q, n) = 1$ when question $q$ conflicts with $n$, and $I(q, n) = 0$ otherwise. Then, the efficiency measure is as below:

$$S_e(q) = \left\{ N(n) - \frac{1}{|A_q|} \sum_{a \in A_q} N(q, a, n) \right\} \big/ N(n)$$  (4)

where $A_q$ is a set of possible answers given by the user after asking question $q$. $N(q, a, n)$ is the number of retrieval candidates, answered by the user by after asking question $q$. $N(n)$ is the number of retrieval candidates with node $n$. If the number of retrieval candidates is 0, $N(q, a, n) = N(n)$.

Finally, the system selects question $\hat{q}$ with its maximum weighted sum.

$$\hat{q} = \arg \max_q \{w_c S_c(q) + w_e S_e(q)\}$$  (5)
D. Algorithm extension introducing redundant response

In this study, we introduce a redundancy measure \( S_r(q) \) to use the SDS following safe driving practices. When the driver’s workload is low a short utterance is better, while a long utterance is better when the workload is high because this is when the driver may misunderstand. In this paper, if the system selects an utterance with guidance, this utterance is redundant, otherwise it is not redundant. Thus, we use the following.

\[
S_r(q) = \text{guid}(q)
\]

where \( \text{guid}(q) = 1 \) when selecting question with guidance \( q \), and \( \text{guid}(q) = 0 \) otherwise.

Then, the equations (2) and (5) is extended as below:

\[
\hat{h}(n) = w_eS_r(q) + w_eS_c(q) + w_eS_r(q) + w_eS_r(q)
\]

\[
\hat{q} = \arg\max\{w_eS_c(q) + w_eS_c(q) + w_eS_r(q)\}
\]

We set \( w_c = w_e = 0.5 \), where \( w_r \) is the driver’s workload value that is calculated from various sensors.

III. USER SIMULATOR

An actual driver is affected by various factors, for example, road conditions, car model, and the user themselves. All of these factors, we focus on the user. We consider that changes in the driver’s workload have several patterns. The user actions are specific to the driver’s workload patterns. For this reason, we express changes of the driver’s workload by automaton, and we use two user models. The driver’s workload model using automaton is shown in Figure 3. We can express various user models by changing parameter, \( p_1, p_2, q_1, \) and \( q_2 \).

IV. EVALUATION

A. Experimental conditions

An experiment using the dialog simulator is conducted to compare performance with two methods: the proposed method with redundant response and the baseline method without redundant response. For the comparison purpose, we also evaluated the baseline method which is driven under the ideal condition, that is, a user will never misrecognized the system response. Thousand simulations are done for each method for each value of recognition rate. We define recognition rate between 60%–100%. Speech rate is 8 mora per second, the system and the user speech interval is 1 second.

In this experiment, we assume that there are two types of model: i.e., experienced driver and novice driver. The former is \( p_1 = 0.5, q_1 = 0.5, p_2 = 0.8, q_2 = 0.2 \). The latter is \( p_1 = 0.5, q_1 = 0.5, p_2 = 0.2, q_2 = 0.8 \).

We assume that if the system communicates with the driver without guidance and the driver’s workload is high, then there is an 80% probability of misunderstanding of the content by the driver, and this causes them to ask content-related questions. The driver’s workload value has a range from 0 to 1, and is used as \( w_r \) in equations (7) and (8). If the driver is under the low workload state, the value is set between 0 and 0.4 at random and if the driver is under the high workload state, the value is set between 0.5 and 1.0 at random.

B. Performance criteria

The task is successful when the system recommends the user-intended destination and is deemed to have failed when the system recommends an unintended destination or the dialog takes a long time. In this paper, we use 400 s for the time.

We evaluate dialog performances by three criteria which are given as below:

1) Task completion time

This measure is the amount of time spent until the task is successfully completed. The dialog strategy which spends the shortest time is the better one.

2) Task completion rate

This measure means the ratio of the number of successfully completed tasks to the number of all tasks. The dialog strategy which has the higher rate is the better one.

3) Positive speech rate

This measure is the ratio of the number of a user’s non-negative responses to the number of all turns. A non-negative response means not only positive words, “yes,” but also value specific words, e.g., “2 km.” The higher this rate, the smoother is the dialog.

C. Simulation results

First, the task completion times of the experienced driver model and novice driver model are shown in Figures 4(a) and 5(a). The task completion time is shorter in the case of best-first search with redundant response in both user models because the number of times asking content-related question decreases using redundant responses. There is a big difference between using and not using best-first search using redundant response in the novice driver model. In contrast, there is not much difference between using and not it in the experienced driver model because the question-asking content increases with not using the redundant responses.

Next, the task completion rate of the experienced driver model and novice driver model are shown in Figures 4(b) and 5(b). As with task completion time, task completion rate shows good results in the case of the best-first search using redundant response in both user models. If the recognition rate increases, the task completion rate increases in the case of not using redundant response, but not in the case of the proposed strategies. This phenomenon is salient in the result of experienced driver model. These results suggest that the proposed
system can achieve the stably higher performance regardless of both experience level of users and the performance of the speech recognition system. Finally, the positive speech rates of the experienced driver model and novice driver model are shown in Figures 4(c) and 5(c). As with task completion time, the positive speech rate is shorter in the case of the best-first search using redundant response in both user models. There is a big difference between using and not using best-first search using redundant responses in the novice driver model. In contrast, there is not much difference between using and not using it in the experienced driver model.

From these results, the best-first search with redundant response is an effective strategy. The result also indicated that the proposed method will make good user experience for the novice users. It is important factor for novel systems because there is no experienced user from the beginning.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a strategy that includes redundant speech to achieve safe driving in a car. The strategy was based on a graph search algorithm to select an appropriate system response. The criteria of each node in the graph were calculated from the aspects of efficiency, consistency, and redundancy. We carried out a performance evaluation experiment to compare with a conventional strategy. Experimental results showed that this strategy achieved better performance than the conventional strategy from every aspect, particularly with regard to redundant speech being effective for beginner drivers.

Effectiveness of the proposed method is suggested by the experiments, but some future works are still remaining. The detail of the relationship between a driver’s workload and the frequency of misunderstanding should be investigated. The trade-off between driver’s workload and dialog performance when the system selects redundant speech should be also investigated. The research of cognitive load [6] might be important for a definition of driver’s workloads in our experiments. We also have to develop a measuring system of driver’s workload from several sensor data, and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method in a real driving environment. The differences of the result of this paper and a result in a real driving environment are also interesting research topics.
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